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[Recording starts 0:00:00] 

Vicki Davis:

Hello remarkable teachers, I’ll let you know at the end of the show you can get my list of 
my 200 plus favorite Ed tech tools and sign up for my bi-weekly newsletter.

Monica Burns:

 “But I think the most effective type of formative assessment involves feedback that goes 
straight to students that is timely and relevant.”

Vicki Davis:

The Ten-minute Teacher podcast with Vicki Davis. Every week day you’ll learn powerful 
practical ways to be a more remarkable teacher today. 

VICKI: Happy Tech Tool Tuesday. Today we have Monica Burns @ClassTechTips
 with us today to talk about formative tech. And guess what? She has a book 

coming out today called #FormativeTech http://amzn.to/2nTMtdJ . So, Monica, 
help us understand, that’s the best way to approach a formative assessment in 
our classrooms with technology?

MONICA: Well, checking for understanding can happen in lots of different ways and 
breaking it down into those before, during and after lesson buckets is a great 
way to think about it. So you might use a tool like Kahoot http://getkahoot.com  
to gauge interest in your classroom at the start of a lesson or in your unit. You 
might use a back channel, like Today’s Meet, https://todaysmeet.com/ while 
you’re exploring a Brain Pop https://www.brainpop.com/  video with your 
students or you might use another tool, maybe something like Spark Post 
https://spark.adobe.com/ for virtual exit slip at the end of a lesson. 
http://classtechtips.com/2017/02/22/virtual-exit-slip-prompts-spark-post/ 

VICKI: Okay. So the big thing is, though, not just about technology. What are teachers 
trying to do when they do formative assessment?

MONICA: Exactly, right? So it’s really about putting that focus on a learning objective, 
understanding what you success criteria is so you know what you’re on the hunt 
for and when you’re on that fact-finding mission to figure out if your students 
are interested, excited, what their baseline is and what kind of growth and 
masteries happened within your classroom over the course of one lesson, a 
couple of lessons or a whole unit.

VICKI: So, really, formative assessment is something that should somewhat adjust how 
we’re teaching?

[00:02:00]
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MONICA: Exactly. So this is something that can give us a lot of information from the get-
go when we start planning our instruction, but then it gives us that real time 
actionable data that we can use to think about our groups of students, to think 
about the direction, a lesson will go in on a particular day and then even to reflect 
on a particular lesson to make plans for tomorrow.

VICKI: What is your opinion about “grading formative assessment?”

MONICA: I definitely understanding that pull for getting a number to put on a piece of 
paper to hand to someone. But I think the most effective type of formative 
assessment involved feedback that goes straight to students that is timely and 
relevant that they can put into action. And anytime you look back and you say, 
“What does 95 or that 85 really mean” when it comes to pulling out information 
and making a plan I think that when we’re looking more broadly, when we’re 
thinking about trends in our classroom and ways to really affect change with 
students I’m not going to be not going to be a lot more meaningful than a 
number or a letter.

VICKI: And I totally agree with that. When you do it right it can make teaching faster, 
but sometimes we teachers just don’t know what kids know. We just cannot 
trust kids to raise their hands when you say, “Okay, everybody who doesn’t 
understand, raise your hand.” That just makes me what to groan, you know?

MONICA: I so agree, Vicki. And I say that when I’m with teachers too even when we do the 
thumbs up, thumbs in the middle, thumbs down. We can’t help no matter what 
age we are, look at the person next to us just to kind of put ourselves in 
comparison with the folks around us. So for students of all ages, we really want 
to make sure we’re checking in with everyone or listening to all of those voices 
and getting a clear picture of what’s happening in our classrooms.

VICKI: Okay. So it’s Tech Tool Tuesday and you’ve mentioned a couple of tools but what 
are your favorite formative assessment tools?

[00:04:00]

MONICA: I love screencasting tools whether you’re using Explain Everything. Fellow Apple 
distinguished educator, Reshan Richards @reshanrichards, who’s one of the 
brains behind Explain Everything https://explaineverything.com/ actually wrote 
the forward for my book and I love screen casting and the listening in that you 
can do to check for understanding. I’m a big fan of Nearpod 
https://nearpod.com/ which lets you place interactive activities in the middle of 
a lesson to check in on students as well and that makes it real easy to 
differentiate not just your check for understanding but then make decisions 
about differentiating instruction down the line.

VICKI: Cool. And there’s so many things out there because you’ve already mentioned 
Kahoot. I use Socrative https://www.socrative.com/ sometimes and Smart 
Learning Suite. (Disclosure: I’ve done some work for SMART Learning Suite like 
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this piece I did on their Game Based Learning tool SMART Lab. I still use their tool. 
See http://www.coolcatteacher.com/game-based-learning-teaching-games-
smart-lab-gbl/ )  I mean, there’s just so many things out there.

MONICA: Oh yeah. And I’m excited about what the folks at Smart Technologies are doing 
with their learning suite too. It’s really all about honing in and figuring out what 
it is that you want students to demonstrate and master yet, what your success 
criteria is and that way you know what you’re looking or when you’re using these 
great tools to get a window into student thinking.

VICKI: Okay. So you know how it is in the classroom and we get so busy and we have 
these lessons, what is the simplest way to kind of organize your plan for going 
from this tool or that tool because that can seem overwhelming?

MONICA: And I think it’s really about building that tool belt. And I always encourage 
teaches and I’m often asked when I go to visit school, their districts or in a 
conference, “Give your 20 favorite or your top 10.” And that can be really fun to 
spark a conversation, but we really want to focus in on just one two things and 
start building that tool belt. So it might be introducing back channels one week 
and having a discussion going on and you can peek in to check for understanding. 
Then then you might layer in another tool like a collaborative like board like 
Padlet https://padlet.com/ for students to post questions at the end of a lesson. 
(See http://www.coolcatteacher.com/how-to-use-padlet-fantastic-tool-
teaching / ) 

VICKI: Because it’s not just about the teacher tool belt, it’s about the student took belt 
too because the students have to be able to go in and use it.

[00:06:00]

MONICA: Yeah. It’s just like any classroom management routine. At any age it’s going to 
look a little bit different what you start your first few weeks of school off for. So 
that patience of introducing something new, it’s just like any routine but it can 
really pay off in terms of what you’re able to gather and learn about your 
students.

VICKI: So, Monica, what are the biggest mistakes that you see teachers make with 
formative assessment?

MONICA: I think it comes back to what you mentioned about the number. Really thinking 
that multiple choices questions are going to give us all the information. It can be 
a nice quick pulse check forgetting general trends, but we want to think a little 
deeper and giving kids an opportunity to reflect and talk about their learning 
using tools like Let’s Recap https://letsrecap.com/ or Seesaw 
http://web.seesaw.me/ , which I‘m really excited about. (Editor’s Note: See 
Creating Elementary Portfolios with SeeSaw 
http://www.coolcatteacher.com/creating-elementary-portfolios-with-seesaw/ 
)I’ve been seeing schools adapt and bring into part of their everyday. It can help 
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you reach students who might be conversationally proficient in English, who 
might have more ease in explaining their thinking as I’m talking to you and 
opposed to writing to you.

So I thin going beyond and traditional, multiple choice for checking 
understanding is really important.

VICKI: So Monica if a teacher is convenience and they know they need to do it and 
you’ve mentioned all these tools. What’s a great with formative assessment in 
classroom teacher today or tomorrow?

MONICA: I think starting right of. The bat. By identifying what it is you want kids to master 
but the end of a lesson and building that into your last five minutes of a 
classroom is a great way to start. So making sure that you have some type of 
routine for checking for understanding after a lesson is a great place to get 
thinking about how you can use information that you gathered to inform your 
instruction the next day.

VICKI: Awesome. Okay, tell us briefly about your book, Formative Tech.

MONICA: Yeah. So Formative Tech http://amzn.to/2mokMgS , meaningful, sustainable 
and scalable formative assessment with technology is released Marched 21st, so 
today. I’m really excited to have it out and ready for teachers to dive into.

[00:08:00]

This has been a project that I’ve been working on for some time and it’s part of 
the professional development that I offer when I visit districts in schools, so I 
love talking about ways that we can make assessment feel more joyful for 
students and more actionable for teachers.

VICKI: Oh my goodness. I don’t even know what to say with that term. I like it, though.

MONICA: I like just the idea that kids can jump in and talk about their learning, get excited 
with someone next to them and all the while we’re gathering information about 
them. It doesn’t have to feel like there’s a pencil in their hand and someone 
looking over their shoulder. 

VICKI: So teachers, happy Tech Tool Tuesday. Get out there and try some technology. 
Remember, check the show notes for all of these links and a link to Monica’s new 
book, Formative Tech. I really think that formative assessment is one of the most 
important uses of technology in modern teaching. So I hope that all of you will 
be encourage to get out there and try it.

Hello remarkable teachers, I have a bi-weekly newsletter just for you. You’ll get 
lesson plans, ides and lot of freebies I don’t share anywhere else. You can sign 
up by text message if you’re here in the United States by texting Coolcat to 
444999. That’s C-O-O-L-C-A-T, all one word, 444999 and you’ll but put on my 
email list. Now, if you’re not in the U.S, you can go to 
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coolcatteacher.com/newsletter. Now, when you sign up I have a super handout 
of my 200 plus favorite Ed tech tools that you can download and start exploring.

Thank you for listening to the Ten-minute Teacher Podcast. You can download the show notes 
and see the archive at coolcatteacher.com/podcast. Never stop learning. 

[End of Audio 0:09:51] 

[Transcription created by tranzify.com. Some additional editing has been done to add 
grammatical, spelling, and punctuation errors. Every attempt has been made to correct 
spelling. For permissions, please email lisa@coolcatteacher.com]
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